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BRICpro
Helping companies create brilliant products while strengtgening ethical production 

practices is the core of BRICpro. 
Our dedictaed team includes CSR and industry specialists in the areas of 

furniture, interior design and textiles. 
We provide custom tailored solutions on the basis of strong technical and cultural know-how and consult our 

clients throughout the entire production processes. 

For a selection of brands - BRICpro develops full assortment collections, 
where we take the customer’s dreams and ambitions - 

and lead the entire process from the idea stage to a finished collection out in the stores.



Mette Ditmer has designed and sold home accessories 
under her own name since 1995.

Mette Ditmer stands for the clean, simple and honest design - 
the Scandinavian form of design thinking, which is: ’keep it simple’.

Her design style is graphic, colorful and always with a twist.

Mette Ditmer finds great beauty in a straight cut, straight lines - 
and prefers in its design to let materials and small details emerge 

and together create the product’s expression.
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By Nord designs and produces unique interior products for anyone who wants to put a personal 
and organic feel to their decor.

Motivations, colors and shapes comes with inspiration from the Nordic 
nature - as well as the production must have top quality and be 

sustainable as far as possible. 

By Nord designs and creates pillows, plaids, towels, furniture, vases 
and much more with care for nature, and with responsibility in production. 
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Everyday luxury, everyone can afford

Plain surfaces and glamor materials at prices where everyone can join in, 
is the philosophy behind the new collection

Delicious, douce shades, super soft fabrics and elegant details. 
This is the essence of Amace Scandinavia. 

Add reasonable prices, where everyone can join.

”With Amace, we allow people to mix high-end design with budget funds and still get an elegant 
wauw experience in the decor - 

without necessarily seeing which item is the most expensive. 
It is a trend in both home and fashion to mix both style and price ranges - 

and with Amace it’s surprisingly nice design at very reasonable prices”
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A hint of everyday glamour

Nordstjerne makes home accessories which combines functionality 
with ahint of dekadence. 

We are greatly inspired by the rawness of the Scandinavian 
and Nordic landscapes and we wish to place that unique feeling indoor 

with Nordstjernes simple and yet elegant items 
that can fit any interior.
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In SUSANNE SCHJERNING STUDIO 
they work with upcycling of vintage textiles, local production, 

sustainable textiles, environmentally friendly colors and recycling.

The unique - only originals - no copies.
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Mette Ditmer launches an exclusive interior and textile series, 
based on the fancy Rasmus Klump universe. 

It binds several generations together, and that is also the idea behind the new series. 
The children’s series is made of long-lasting materials 

and the collection is also clearly design-oriented. 

The whole series is characterized by quality, aesthetics, 
simplicity and a quiet color choice - 

of course with the famous Rasmus Klump glimpse in the eye.
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Product information

ceramic with 
rubber finish

sandstone

printed acrylic 
coated canvas 

with leather trim

chinese slate

rubber coated
mat coated pump

Product information

digital print with 
leather trim

butterfly weaved
bedspread

rotary reactive printed
satin weave

honey comb 
cotton throw

rotary reactive printed
satin weave



Product information

painted oak
mirror

stonewashed linen
waffle towel

washed linen
throw

oak ladder

mouth blown coloured glass
with cork lid

Product information

faceted mirror with 
black marquina

marble base

handsoap with
organic coconut oils

faux suede 
cosmetic bags

faux suede boxes

mouth blown, 
glass with 

scented sticks



Product information

glass jar with
marble lid

marble box

pen holder covered 
with suede

handmade tibetan singing 
bowls in brass

wooden box with 
marble lid

Product information

velvet 
cushions

brushed plaid, 
100% wool

velvet quilt

200 tc satin 
with reactive print

jacquard woven 
plaid



Product information

rotary printed 
cotton

durable porcelain 
with decals

rotary printed acrylic 
coated canvas

polypropylene 
printed

durable porcelain 
with decals



for inquiries:
Nichlas Hassing

nichlas@bricpro.com

instagram: bricpro
www.bricpro.com
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